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Apple currently scores 2.7 on the Greenpeace Guide for Greener Electronics.                   
This graph shows how potential announcements by Apple could improve their score.

We want Apple to be a green leader and only when it announces products free from 
the worst toxic chemicals and a comprehensive global take back scheme will it move 

to the green spot on the guide.

Of course we would love Apple even more if they scored a green 10 with an 
innovative environmental policy!

      greenpeace.org/apple
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STEP 1
Apple announces a global take-back scheme where information about Apple collection points and recycling is easily available 
to consumers. Apple score will become 4/10

STEP 2
Apple announces that it is introducing a new generation of Macs that are free of the worst chemicals and that all upcoming 
products will be PVC and BFR free. (No global take back scores have been calculated). Apple score will become 5.3/10 

STEP 3
Apple announces that they will provide a global take back scheme and announces that (as of now) all their products are free 
of the worst chemicals starting with PVC and BFRs. Apple score will become 7.7/10

STEP 4
APPLE ENVIRONMENTAL LEADER - A score that will hit the perfect 10.
Apple announces that they publicly support individual producer responsibility and translate this into action by taking back their 
products regardless of where they are sold, and recycling them following international standards. The Apple website should 
provide detailed information on how consumers can return old Apple products free of charge, and publicly disclose figures 
showing what percentage of apple products sold globally they are recycling. 
To make their products safer to consumers, to workers in production facilities and to workers in recycling facilities, Apple 
announces that  starting with the current generation of MACs, all future MACs will be free of BFRs and PVC.
To commit to a track of continuous improvement, Apple implements the precautionary principle - looking into gradual elimination 
of all hazardous chemicals.
And to ensure that all their suppliers abide by this policy, Apple’s chemicals management policy becomes transparent and 
public, so that consumers can make informed decisions about Apple products.
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